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An Arisch Company

“Every brand is a story, and every story has a beginning. Just like Arisch!”

The company that our fathers founded in 1975 produced according to the needs of the 
period. Arisch, the new and powerful company of the chemical industry, was born from the 
idea of   combining chemistry and biotechnology. With its experienced technical sta� in 
chemical production, it has come to these days by concentrating all its energy on the 
chemical sector since the middle of the 2000s. Arisch is one step ahead of its competitors in 
the industry. Because it approaches the �elds of chemistry and biotechnology from an 
integrated and holistic perspective. The chemistry and molecular biology laboratories and 
integrated production facility it contains are strong proofs of this vision!

 It continues its production activities in accordance with ISO 9001 Quality Management, ISO 
14001 Environmental Management, ISO 45001 Occupational Health / Safety and ISO 27001 
Information Security Management Systems Standards. The conformity of the chemical 
products it produces to world standards has been documented as a result of the tests carried 
out by Bureau Veritas laboratories. In addition, it supports its innovative perspective with 
more than 35 patents and more than 15 brands.

Michell Roscher



The catalog is divided into six sections to help you easily find products for each category 
of household appliances.

DID YOU KNOW?
in each episode. in the box, who is an expert in household appliances
advice and support of our technicians, who have the highest level of knowledge on maintenance and
You will find suggestions.

WASHING

COLD

In addition, we are always there for our customers when they need them. and we try to offer them a 
series that suits their needs. In the "Just for you" box, customers' favorite aspects of our products, the real 
thing that makes life at home easier. You will find advantages.

COOK VACUUM CLEANER

IRONING COFFEE



Excellence For Home Care

General Accessories & Cleaning Products for the Home

• Maintenance and service
• Laundry perfumes
• Detergents and care products for dishwashers

WASHING

COOK

• Detergents and care products for kitchen surfaces

COLD

• Detergents and odor absorbers for refrigerators and freezers

VACUUM CLEANER

• Detergents, cleaners

IRONING

• Maintenance and service

COFFEE

• Maintenance and service





Many different types for washing machines, dishwashers and dryers
accessories, descaling agents, hygienic cleaners and fragrances.

Çamaşır makineleri, bulaşık makineleri ve kurutma makineleri için birçok farklı
aksesuar, kireç giderici, hijyenik temizleyiciler ve kokular.

WASHING



IN THE WASHING MACHINE

Maintenance And Service

3 IN 1 LIME REMOVER - OIL
REMOVAL - HYGIENIC CLEANER
Descaling, degreasing and hygiene processes
It combines effectively in one product. Lime
Deep cleaning by removing residues provides; house by 
removing mold and unpleasant odors prolongs the life of 
your tool and reduces electricity consumption. It is 
recommended to be applied monthly. In 12 or 4 disposable 
sachets, two different packages offered in size.

Pour the chassis contents directly into the drum and run the machine empty (without laundry) at maximum 
temperature. run in the program without prewash.

IN THE DISHWASHER

Pour half of the chassis at the bottom of the dishwasher and the other half into the detergent compartment 
and wash the machine. run it empty (without dishes) at maximum temperature, in the program without prewash.

It is a practical and effective product and to protect 
your machines. and is the ideal solution to 
keep it hygienic.

Calcium, magnesium and other residue-forming minerals
Due to the high proportion of water, the heating elements of the 
appliance and limescale from the first day the internal parts 
are used occurs.

The residues can cause overheating in the heating element.
adversely affect the normal operation of the device. Calcium
removal of residues, low level of consumption retention and extending 
the life of the device, improving its performance helps increase. 
Each month of descaling application is recommended.

In the internal parts of the device
hidden grease and molds It removes 
bad odors. It reduces energy 
consumption.Care for your whole 
family and provides hygiene.

DID YOU KNOW THESE ?

Dissolves Limescale Nets and Scents
Resolves

Of the Machine
Prolongs Life



Washing

MAGNETIC LIME REMOVAL

The magnetic descaler prevents scale build-up on the internal parts 
of the appliance.

To follow a certain path, to break the hard salts into molecules, to take 
the calcite aragonite that stands apart and is easily pulled out by the 
water flow in the device from a strong magnetic field force to force it to 
convert benefits.

Using the magnetic descaler in areas with very hard water Recommended. 
The use of this product, from the first day, resistance and internal protection 
of parts, maintenance of performance and low consumption enables it.

Too much washing
a softer carried out as
and your fabrics are protected.
Your dishes are cleaner and it gets 
brighter. It reduces energy 
consumption. Quick and easy 
installation. completely for the 
environment it is safe.

DID YOU KNOW THESE ?

Damage to machines from first use prevents the formation 
of lime, keeps the resistances clean makes them work more 
effectively and in this way your device extends its service life.
By softening hard water reduce energy and detergent 
consumption and It helps to increase the washing 
performance.

Prevents Lime Energy consumption
reduces

Of the machine
prolongs life

Çamaşır Makineleri İçin

Manyetik kireç gidericiyi 
musluk ve su borusu arasına 

monte edin

3

Bulaşık Makineleri İçin Kuvvetli mıknatıslar

/4’’



HYGIENIC CLEANING FOR 
WASHING MACHINES TABLETS

HYGIENIC CLEANING FOR 
DISHWASHERS TABLETS

DID YOU KNOW THESE ?

Maintenance and Service

    

Tablets are part of the internal parts of the washing machine.
(pipes, drum, door seals, door glass...) in depth Ideal for 
cleaning. Washing machine detergent and Cleanse the 
machine hygienically by removing softener residues and oils. 
pleasantly, lavender scent Tablet quality Resealable 
packages for preservation. Monthly pplication is 
recommended.

 

All internal parts of the dishwasher (pipes, tub,
for deep cleaning of spray arms...) and filter
Ideal. Clean the oils, provide hygiene and washing
remove residues. Fresh lemon scent
Resealable packages for preservation.
It is recommended to be applied monthly.

Over time, detergent residues can develop into dirty residues on gaskets and the most discreet surfaces. 
Why could it be. The enzyme formulation is deep into the washing machine. allows it to be cleaned.

Washing and Detergent
Removes Residue

Hygienic Cleaning
Provides and Removes Odors

Safe Touch Water Soluble,
Protective Film Layer

Lubricants and Washing
Removes Residue

Hygienic Cleaning
Provides and Removes Odors

Safe Touch Water Soluble, 
Preservative Film Layer

DID YOU KNOW THESE ?

Washing residues cause a decrease in the performance of the dishwasher, especially near the filter.
Using the professional hygienic cleaner every month provides a deep cleaning of the internal parts of 
the device.

CDT1006 35601789 EAN 8016361935419  6 TABLET x 20g

Dusty and tame with animal hairs full of clothes after washing drum background ideal for.

Your whole family safety and the even small dirt cleaning up Ideal for.



Prevents & Removes 
Limescale

WASHING MACHINE MAINTENANCE KIT

Washing and detergent
removes residue

Hygienic Cleaning Provides 
and Removes Odors

Lubricants and Washing
Removes Residue

The kit provides deep cleaning of the drum, pipes, plastic 
seals and all internal parts of the washing machine and 
provides longer protection against limescale, reducing 
energy consumption and prolonging the life of the appli-
ance. 1 magnetic descaler, 3 in 1 to be applied once a 
month. It consists of descaling powder and 6 hygienic 
cleaning tablets. Choose the kit for savings.

Prevents & Removes 
Limescale

DISHWASHER CARE KIT

Hygienic Cleaning Provides 
and Removes Odors

The kit includes the filter and all internal parts of the 
dishwasher. Provides deep cleaning, longer time against 
lime It reduces energy consumption by providing protec-
tion and extends the life of the device extends. 1 magnetic 
descaler, 1 to be applied once a month 3-in-1 descaling 
powder and 6 hygienic cleaners consists of tablets.
Choose the kit for savings.

WASHING AND DISHWASHERS
LIME REMOVAL KIT 

The kit is designed to reduce energy without protection 
against limescale,We don't care about your laundry. 1 pc
Magnetic descaler and 2 3 in 1 intermediate descalers
Contains powder. Kit for savings.

WMD1010-K 35602105 EAN 8016361975774

Washing

Prevents & Removes 
Limescale

Energy consumption
reduces

Of the machine
prolongs life



5ml 2x5ml= 10ml

Laundry Perfumes

Of all kinds fabric and
washing for the program

suitable

Long time effective 
active formula

Drying machine
after being used

even after long time
effective fragrance

100% ESSENTIAL CONCENTRATED LAUNDRY PERFUME

Fragrances bind to the fibers and add a simple touch to 
fabrics. For all fabric types, colors and washing programs
suitable. Also suitable for sportswear. Special active formula 
Thanks to this, clothes retain their pleasant smell for up to 5 
weeks. Intense odor even after using the dryer.
It doesn't leave a stain.

In the Washing Machine

Pour the perfume into the softener compartment before starting the selected wash programme:
1 cap (5ml) for light fragrance
2 caps (10 ml) for intense fragrance

Professional formula, perfect every day guarantees washing 
results and oil against the most stubborn dirt thanks to its 
removal power even effective. Continuous use of tablets, 
glass and it adds sparkle to the dishes by protecting the 
stainless steel, prevents surface stains and scratches. tablet, 
bad removes odors and a fresh lemon scent emits.



Fragrances bind to the fibers and add a simple touch to 
fabrics. For all fabric types, colors and washing programs
suitable. Also suitable for sportswear. Special active formula 
Thanks to this, clothes retain their pleasant smell for up to 5 
weeks. Intense odor even after using the dryer.
It doesn't leave a stain.

DETERGENT TABLETS FOR ALL-IN-ONE DISHWASHERS

Professional formula, perfect every day guarantees washing 
results and oil against the most stubborn dirt thanks to its 
removal power even effective. Continuous use of tablets, 
glass and it adds sparkle to the dishes by protecting the 
stainless steel, prevents surface stains and scratches. tablet, 
bad removes odors and a fresh lemon scent emits.

Detergents and care 
Products for dishwashers

Effectiveness 11
stubborn dirt type on 

test has been

Without scratches,
extra light

In water solute film

In the Dishwasher

DID YOU KNOW THESE ?

Washing residues cause a decrease in the performance of the dishwasher, especially near the filter.
Using the professional hygienic cleaner every month provides a deep cleaning of the internal parts of 
the device.
Your whole family safety and the even small dirt cleaning up Ideal for.



RINSE AID FOR DISHWASHERS

Provides extra shine for glasses and dishes.
It provides protection against stains and scratches and allows 
dishes to be washed quickly.
helps it dry.

DISHWASHER PERFUME

Non-toxic, thermoplastic dipped in essential oils
thanks to the material EVA, a pleasant lemon scent with every 
wash emits. Two long-lasting and natural scents: lime and 
blood orange. Thanks to its practical hook, the top of the 
dishwasher It can be easily placed on the shelf. Effective up to 
100 washes.

DISHWASHER WASHING AND MAINTENANCE KIT

This kit provides excellent washing results even with the most 
stubborn dirt. for presenting and adding extra shine to dishes 
and plates 30 ALL-IN-ONE detergent tablets and 500 ml Rinse 
aid contains. 2 perfumes provide a pleasant fragrance. 
Applied once a month 3-in-1 descaling powder application, 
protection against limescale provides, reduces energy con-
sumption and optimizes washing results. Choose the kit for 
savings.

Extra Brightness To stains and to scratches
against protection

Fast to dry helper 
It is possible

Lemon extract oils Long time effective 
fragrance

LDR2001 35602034 EAN 8016361971073 500ml

LDR2001 35602034 EAN 8016361971073 500ml

LDR2001 35602034 EAN 8016361971073 500ml

x160
WASHING
CYCLES

In the dishwasher

Essential oils, without soiling the dishes, emits a pleasant smell.

Excellent washing
resultsand extra

brightness

Bad smells solves It dissolves limescale





Keeping cooking surfaces clean and hygienic at all times accessories, filters and 
professional detergents.

COOK



To protect your stainless steel surfaces, oil and
Removes stubborn oil stains.

Removing marks and fingerprints on stainless steel 
surfacesA special cream that adds a radiant and 
shiny appearance.

Detergents and care products 
for kitchen surfaces

Removes oil and 
stubborn oil stains

Cleans Fingerprints Protects SurfacesShiny and shiny surfaces
adds an appearance

Don't scratch Leaves no trace

DEGREASER FOR STAINLESS SURFACES AND HOODS POLISHING FOR STAINLESS STEEL SURFACES CREAM

CSL3801/1 35602115 EAN 8016361935365 500ml CSC3801/1 35602116 EAN 8016361935372 500ml

Professional for quick removal of dirty residues and 
grease formulation.

inside microwave ovens without damaging the 
internal parts. A product specially developed for 
cleaning.

Removes Burnt 
Fat Stains

Removes Food 
Residues

Does Not Damage 
Internal Parts

Removes Oils and 
Bad Odors

Also Effective at 
Room Temperature

Optimized 
Performance

DEGREASER FOR OVEN, GRILLS AND BARBECUES DEGREASER FOR MICROWAVE OVENS

CSL3801/1 35602115 EAN 8016361935365 500ml CSC3801/1 35602116 EAN 8016361935372 500ml

A fast and effective treatment against dirt, dirt, oil and 
stains allows you to intervene. It leaves no trace.



Removing marks and fingerprints on stainless steel 
surfacesA special cream that adds a radiant and 
shiny appearance.

inside microwave ovens without damaging the 
internal parts. A product specially developed for 
cleaning.

A fast and effective treatment against dirt, dirt, oil and 
stains allows you to intervene. It leaves no trace.

Such as plastic, laminate, glass, mirror, filter and 
metal surfaces by removing grease and tough 
stains from washable surfaces It provides hygienic 
cleaning. Also against ink stains. it is effective.

Takes Effect 
Quickly

Takes Effect 
Quickly

Removes Oils 
and Stains

Provides HygieneRemoves Oils 
and Stains

Leaves no Trace

DEGREASER FOR INDUCTION AND GLASS CERAMIC HOBS MULTI-SURFACE DEGREASER

CSL3801/1 35602115 EAN 8016361935365 500ml CSC3801/1 35602116 EAN 8016361935372 500ml

The kit includes 1 professional degreaser and 1 
professional It consists of polishing cream. The kit 
also includes the most sensitive A product devel-
oped for the cleaning of all surfaces, including
Includes microfiber cloth. Choose the kit for 
savings.

Removes oil and 
stubborn oil stains

Protects SurfacesShiny and shiny surfaces
adds an appearance

OIL FOR STAINLESS STEEL SURFACES
REMOVAL AND POLISHING KIT

CSC3801/1 35602116 EAN 8016361935372 500ml





Provides hygienic cleaning for the best preservation of food,defrosts and 
removes odors.

COOLING



It cleans the inner surfaces and makes them hygienic.
It removes bad odors with its smell.
Effective on molds, good preservation of food
to prevent the spread of bacteria.

Preserving the freshness and aroma of the food in 
the refrigerators. solid gel with natural ingredients 
that eliminates unpleasant odours.
• Long lasting: 60 days
• Change line

Detergents and odor absorbers for 
refrigerators and freezers

Bad scents resolves 
and prevents

Bad odors removes 
and food own 

the aroma

Natural solid
come, allergen

does not include

Heat with indicator
and changing

striped lid

Stains and molds
resolves

Lemon extract
oils

QUICK-ACTING HYGIENIC CLEANER UNIVERSAL ODOR REMOVAL FOR REFRIGERATORS

CSL3801/1 35602115 EAN 8016361935365 500ml CSC3801/1 35602116 EAN 8016361935372 500ml

Performance of refrigerators and freezers
improves energy consumption associated with ice 
deposits reduces. It defrosts quickly and effectively.
Recommended for use on car windshields.

It melts ice 
quickly.

Ice to form
prevents

Car front windows on
It is also effective

QUICK-ACTING DEFROSTER

CSL3801/1 35602115 EAN 8016361935365 500ml





Cleaners, deodorants and universal accessories for vacuum cleaners.

VACUUM CLEANER



DETERGENTS FOR VACUUM CLEAMS 
DEODORANTS AND ACCESSORIES

It is 100% natural and developed for vacuum cleaners. 
bad odors effectively removes it and gives a pleasant 
experience during vacuum cleaner use. emits a 
lavender scent.

Fragrances
Resolves

Lavender
Fragrant

Long time 
effective fragrance

PERFUMED GRANULES FOR VACUUM CLEANER

%100 hundred
natural granules

CSL3801/1 35602115 EAN 8016361935365 500ml

Hygienically cleans the dust collection chambers and 
protects against mites and allergens. protects against 
Also ideal for litter boxes. It gives a pleasant menthol 
scent.

Hygienic cleaning provides 
and bad odor resolves

Menthol
Fragrant

Rubbish boxes
inside ideal

QUICK-ACTING CLEANER

CSL3801/1 35602115 EAN 8016361935365 500ml





Special products to maintain the condition of your ironing system.

IRONING



IRON CARE

It removes limescale and ensures that your iron works 
at high performance. It is recommended to be 
applied monthly.

It dissolves 
limescale

Optimized 
Performance

Of the machine
your life prolongs

LIQUID LIME ROMEVER

CSL3801/1 35602115 EAN 8016361935365 500ml

For your iron to perform at its best,
removing limescale and reducing energy consumption 
It is recommended to be applied monthly.

It dissolves 
limescale

Of the machine
your life prolongs

SINGLE DOSES LIME REMOVER

CSL3801/1 35602115 EAN 8016361935365 500ml

Does not damage 
Internal Parts





Liquid and powder descalers for coffee machines and kettles.

COFFEE



MAINTENANCE AND SERVICE

Maintaining the efficiency of your coffee machine or kettle 
Disposable chassis that you can use every month for 
Coffee and removing tea residues as well as descaling It 
ensures that your hot drinks retain their natural aroma.
It is recommended to be applied monthly.

It dissolves 
limescale

Removes tea and 
coffee residues

Of the machine
your life prolongs

FOR COFFEE MACHINES AND KETTLE LIME REMOVER

CSL3801/1 35602115 EAN 8016361935365 500ml

Maintaining the efficiency of your coffee machine or 
kettle Monthly application as a liquid solution for
In addition to removing coffee and tea residues, it also 
removes limescale. by removing the natural aroma of 
your hot drinks. provides. It is recommended to be 
applied monthly.

LIQUID FOR KETTLE AND COFFEE MACHINES LIME REMOVER

It dissolves 
limescale

Removes tea and 
coffee residues

Of the machine
your life prolongs

CSL3801/1 35602115 EAN 8016361935365 500ml

DID YOU KNOW THESE ?

   Residues and scale cause overheating of components, negatively affecting normal operation.
   Coffee to preserve the natural aroma of your hot drinks It is very important that you maintain your 
machines and kettles with a special descaler.



Maintaining the efficiency of your coffee machine or kettle 
Disposable chassis that you can use every month for 
Coffee and removing tea residues as well as descaling It 
ensures that your hot drinks retain their natural aroma.
It is recommended to be applied monthly.
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